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Outline: 
 
 

n    Motivation: multi-parton interactions (MPI) 

n    MPI as multi-parton correlations (MPC)  

n    MPI as multi-parton scattering (MPS) 

n    MPI: MPC and MPS as a source of large-pT hadronic    
systems at NICA energies 
 
n  Summary 
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Dense Baryon Matter  
   
   
 

70 A. Andronic et al. / Nuclear Physics A 837 (2010) 65–86

Fig. 5. The phase diagram of strongly interacting matter.

low energies, such as those at the AGS, SIS, and at low energies at the SPS, and in the future at
FAIR and NICA [39].

At a special value of the baryon chemical potential and temperature, there is a triple point
where Hadronic Matter, the Quark–Gluon Plasma, and Quarkyonic Matter all coexist. From ex-
periment, Fig. 2, we estimate that this occurs for

µ
triple pt
B ≈ 350–400 MeV, T triple pt ≈ 150–160 MeV. (1)

This point is presumably near where the linear and the flat temperature regime in Fig. 2 intersect.
We argue in the following how this arises from a triple point.

In thermodynamics a triple point is the point in a phase diagram where three lines of first
order phase transitions meet. A common example is where a gas, liquid, and solid coexist at a
given value of the pressure and temperature. Since there are only first order phase transitions, no
correlation length diverges at the triple point. For example, in the phase diagram of water, the
phases of vapor, water, and ice all coexist at the triple point. There is also a critical point in the
phase diagram of water, but it is situated far from the triple point, at much higher temperature
and pressure.

The properties of strongly interacting matter at large density are characterized by several
order parameters. One is the thermal Wilson or Polyakov loop, which measures the degree of
deconfinement reached. This is strictly an order parameter in theories without quarks, or in the
limit of a large number of colors, Nc → ∞, if the number of flavors, Nf , is kept fixed. The second
is the chiral condensate as an order parameter for chiral symmetry breaking. Chiral symmetry
is an exact symmetry when there are two (or more) flavors of massless quarks. The last is the
density of baryons, which is an order parameter even in the large Nc limit, when Nf grows
with Nc [35].

Hadronic Matter is confined and exhibits chiral symmetry breaking. It is technically difficult to
define confinement for finite Nc for a finite number of quark flavors, since the potential that sep-
arates quarks is never linear at large distances. This argument has a precise meaning at zero Nf

or infinite Nc, or for zero temperature. Nevertheless, there should be a well defined region of
low baryon density and low temperature where the physical degrees of freedom are mesons.
This phase is also to a good approximation free of baryons since their densities, nB/M3

B ∼
e(µB−MB)/T ! 10−2 for typical values of µB and T not too close to the phase boundary.

The Quark–Gluon Plasma is deconfined with restored chiral symmetry, and has nonzero
baryon number density when µB ≠ 0. It is composed of quarks and gluons, although we note

Optimal collision energy (NICA? and FAIR?) 
 -> the highest baryon density  

is not at the highest temperature 
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Perturbative QCD: hard process factorization 
   
  
    
 

 
 Two cornerstones of perturbative QCD 
 for inclusive hard process description: 
 
-  factorization of hard processes 

-  GLAPD-evolution  
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Hard processes in QCD  
  

   
 
 

         Perturbative QCD for hard processes 
         Q2/s = x – fixed, s è ∞ (Bjorken limit)  
                        è 
 - Factorization of hard and soft contributions  
   in leading twist  
    A.Efremov & A.Radyushkin (78-81)  
     A.Mueller, J.Collins, D.Soper, G. Sterman, …  
       
    DIS:              σHARD = σparton ✕ F(x, Q2)  + (1/Q2)n 

 
    DY-MMT:      σHARD = F(x, Q2) ✕ σparton ✕ F(x, Q2)  + (1/Q2)n 

 
 - F(x, Q2): PDF with GLAPD log[Q2]-evolution 
 V.Gribov & L.Lipatov (71-72,74), G.Altarelli & G.Parisi (77), Yu.Dokshitzer (77) 
 
-  σparton ~1/Q4 : partonic subprocess 
 
- (1/Q2)n-terms: higher twists  
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Large-pT hadron production 
 
           
    Factorization of hard and soft contributions for 
    inclusive large-pT hadron production in pp-collisions:  
           
 σHARD (NN->hX)= FN(x, Q2) ✕ σparton ✕ FN(x, Q2) ✕ Dh (x, Q2)  + (1/Q2)n 

 
                       
 
 
       Ratio of different hadron production:  
       σHARD (NN->h1X)/σHARD (NN->h2X) 
        
        should exhibit scaling behaviour at high √s 
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Large-pT meson production: scaling behaviour   
   
 
        

W.M. Geist et a!., Hadronic production ofparticles at large transverse momentum 325
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Fig. 5.2. Ratio of 1r~/1r production versus XTmeasured at 0 = 90°for a, pp and pn collisions [ANTR79]; and b, pp collisions at 70 and 400 0eV/c
[ABRA85].

A similar situation occurs when comparing production of ~r°and ¶] at large PT• In collisions of two
protons both mesons may originate from scattered u or d quarks. In this case one expects again that the~/~o ratio should not depend on kinematical quantities, as confirmed by the data shown in fig. 4.14
(section 4.1.4). The ~/‘rr°ratio does not depend on-pT and is about the same for different c.m. energies.
More evidence for the role of valence quarks comes from a comparison of proton—proton and

pion—proton collisions. A proton is composed of three valence quarks whereas a pion is made up by a
quark—antiquark pair. Hence, the momentum of an incoming proton is shared between more partons
than that of an incoming pion. Therefore, quarks and antiquarks inside a pion carry larger momenta
than quarks inside a proton in the c.m. system of a pion—proton collision. This should lead to an
asymmetric distribution, e.g., of large-pr ~~i°in this reference system. Such an asymmetry is in fact
observed experimentally [DONA 78b, BONE 87, DEMA 87b]. Figure 5.3a shows the invariant inclu-
sive cross section as function of XF for neutral pions from pion—proton collisions [BONE87]. Its
maximum is shifted along the direction of the incoming pion. The corresponding distribution from
proton—proton collisions in fig. 5.3b [BONE88b] does not show any asymmetry.
Since (anti-)quarks from pions carry on average more momentum than quarks from protons, the

effective quark—quark collision energy is larger for pion beams than for proton beams of the same
momentum. This should result in more abundant ~r°production at large PT in pion—proton collisions.
Ratios of cross sections for ir°production in pp and irp interactions were measured by various
experiments [DONA76, BADI 86, DEMA87b, BONE 88b]. An example [BONE 88b] is shown in fig.
5.4 as function of PT; it confirms these expectations.
The quantum numbers of a scattered parton and of the remaining spectator system must add up to

the quantum number of the incident hadron. Hence, a study of spectator jets yields valuable
information on the scattered partons. Analyses along these lines have been performed and support the
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Large-pT proton production: non-scaling behaviour   
   
 
        

VK (1987-88) 
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Higher twists in DIS  
   
 
 
       
      
 
 
   
       
      
 
      A.De Rujula, H.Georgi, H.Politzer (197-77),  
      R.Jaffe (1981-82) 
      K.Ellis, Furmanski & Petronzio (1982-83) 
       
     higher twists at large x are enhanced by factor 1/(1-x)m:  
                       FN(x, Q2)  ~ (1-x)3  [1+C/(Q2 (1-x)2)]  
 

    since FD
N(x, Q2) ~ (1-x)1  

    due to quark counting rules 
    V.Matveev, R.Muradyan & A.Tavkhelidze (1971-72) 
    S.Brodsky & G.Farrar (1972) 
 
      
   

R.K. Ellis et al. / Unravelling higher twists 33 

(1.2) in a class of Lorentz  frames where 

p--(pO,  pT, P 3 ) = ( • , O , P ) ,  n = , 0 , - -  , (1.6) 

and P is the boost parameter ,  specifying a particular frame. We have then 

M 2 M 2 
p = ( P  + ~ - ,  O, P - ~ - ) ,  (1.7) 

( k2q'-k2~ k 2 + k 2  kw, x P  (1.8) 
k =  xP-~ 4 x P  ' -4-£--fi ] '  

so that in the limit P ~ oe the covariant decomposit ion in eq. (1.2) looks very similar 
to the standard parametr izat ion of the parton momenta  in the infinite m o m e n t u m  
frame. 

Using the decomposi t ion eq. (1.2), we can specify the recipe for the introduction 
of an intrinsic transverse m omen tum in the parton model. The parton cross section 
or is evaluated with par ton momen ta  on-shell, but not collinear with their parent  
hadron. In this model  the structure functions are given by 

W(q,  P)  = f dx__ d2kTtr(l~)f(x, k ~r) , (1.9) 3 X 
where/~ is the on-shell part  of the m om en t um k, 

k 2 
- - -  k 2 = O  (1.10) / c , = k ,  2xn'' 

The structure functions are readily calculated f rom eq. (1.9) (cf. fig. 2a) by 
parametrizing the virtual photon m o m e n t u m  q as follows: 

O 2 O 2 O 2 
= , - - ,  xu = . (1.11) q ,  _ ~ p ,  +..x_Tn g ' Q2 = _q2 sc = 

z ¢  2pq 2Pq 

k k 2 2 

P 
(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 2 
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Higher twists:  
Two-parton correlation as diquark  

   
 
 

       
     σHARD (NN->PX) =FD

N(x, Q2) ✕ σparton f2(Q2) ✕ FN(x, Q2) 
 
      f2(Q2)=1/(1+M2/Q2)2 – diquark form factor  
 
      FD

N(x, Q2) – diquark distribution in proton  
   
      Anisovich (1975), Anisovich, Volkovitski & Povzun (1976) 
      Laperashvili (1982) 
      Larson (84), Ekelin & Fredriksson (1984), Bednyakov (1984)  
      VK (1987-88)  
 
     higher twists at large x are enhanced by factor 1/(1-x)m:  
                       FN(x, Q2)  ~ (1-x)3  [1+C/(Q2 (1-x)2)]  
 

    since FD
N(x, Q2) ~ (1-x)1  

    due to quark counting rules 
    V.Matveev, R.Muradyan & A.Tavkhelidze (1971-72) 
    S.Brodsky & G.Farrar (1972) 
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Diquarks in large-pT proton production  
in pp-collsions: two-hadron correlations in final state   

   
 
 

      
 

ABCDHW Coll. (1987-90) 

344 W.M. Geist et a!., Hadronic production ofparticles at large transverse momentum

originated from the same incoming hadron. Hence, the quantum number composition of the spectator
system should differ in a characteristic way for different types of trigger particles (fig. 6.7).
For pp collisions this is investigated here using the ratios R~(h1Ih2)= p~(h1)Ip~(h2)of the densities

of positive and negative secondaries with p, > 0.3 GeV/c in events triggered by large-pr hadrons h~,
i = 1,2. Acceptance effects tend to cancel for ratios defined in this way. Measurements of R~are
displayed in fig. 6.8 as function of XF for h1 = ir, ir~+ K~,p and h2 = ~, K~,K, ~r [BREA84c, 85a].
For XF <0, i.e., in the longitudinal hemisphere not containing the trigger, R is generally consistent
with unity. The ratiosR~obtained from ~ ~ and ir triggers produced at 0 — 45° andPT = 4—6 GeVIc
in figs. 6.8a,b indicate that p (IT ) = p (K ). This confirms the conclusion reached earlier (section
4.1.3) that both ‘rr~and K~triggers come from the same scattered partons, i.e., u-quarks. The
measured relation R~((’rr’+K~)I’ii)>1> R~((’rr~+ K~)I’rr) in figs. 6.8a,b reflects the smaller
positive charge of the spectator system for ir~or K~triggers relative to ii triggers, as expected from
d-quark (or gluon) scattering in the case of ‘rr triggers. Absence of ~ + production in spectator jets
associated with ‘rr~triggers and its observation for ‘rr triggers (not shown, [FISC81b]) also favours this
interpretation.
Relative spectator densities for K triggers at 0 45°in fig. 6.8c differ significantly from those

measured for IT or K~triggers. As the latter originate predominantly from u-quark scattering, high-pr
K- cannot be predominantly higher-rank fragments of u-quarks (and, therefore, of the less abundant
d-quarks). The measured values of R~ for XF> 0 are consistent with neutral partons as the dominant
source of K triggers. In such a scheme the remaining uud spectator system should produce more
positive hadrons that the ud-spectator left behind by ‘rr~triggers. All measured ratios in fig. 6.8 are in
rather good agreement with predictions from lowest order QCD [YEUN87].
Production mechanisms for protons at high transverse momentum are considered next. Proton

production by hard scattered valence quarks implies R5 (p/IT ) = R5 (p/K ) = 1 (u-quark scattering),
or R~(p/’rr)= 1 (d-quark scattering) independent of XF. On the other hand, R~(p/’rr~)should
decrease with increasing XF > 0 if trigger protons were diquark fragments. In this case a single spectator
quark may produce fast positive fragments less often (fig. 6.7) than a diquark spectator (ir triggers)
which is an efficient source of fast protons. The experimental ratios of corrected particle densities are
displayed in fig. 6.9 for triggering particles at 0 10°and Plab > 13 GeV/c [BREA 87c]; the ratios are
significantly smaller than 1 for XF > 0.2 ruling out a dominance of valence quark scattering. Similar

1t°/K~ TC K

—/ U 5 U 4
Sd ~U _____

Fig. 6.7. Dominating scattering mechanisms for the production of some high-p2 hadrons.
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MPI as multi-parton scattering (MPS) 
  

   
 
 

   double parton scattering: 
                    
 σHARD (NN->PX)= FN(x1,x2, Q2) ✕ σparton 1 ✕ σparton 2✕ FN(x3,x4, Q2) ✕ r2 

 
      FN(x1,x2,Q2) – two-parton distribution in proton 
      r – “distance” in the impact parameter plane 
 
     P.Landshoff (1974) 
     N.Paver & D.Treleani (1982) 
     V.Shelest, A. Snigirev & G.Zinoviev (1982) 
     M.Jacob (1983), M.Mekhfi (1985) 
     A.Efremov & VK (1987) 
     ….  
     recent study: 
     B.Blok, Yu.Dokshitzer & M.Strikman 
     M.Ryskin & A.Snigirev 
     M.Diehl et al. 
       

MULTIQUARK SCATTERING AND LAI~GF.-pT JET PRODUCTION ETC. 217  

one const i tuent  of the  other  so t ha t  the  ha rd  ampli tude could be factored into 
a product  of two-body hard  amplitudes,  and as a result  a slower fall-off of the 
differential cross-section with t was obtained. The point  is, however,  t ha t  higher- 
order QCD corrections are believed to introduce, in this case, a Sudakov-like 
form factor,  asymptot ical ly  decreasing faster  t h an  any  power (4). On the other  
hand,  depressive Sudakov form factors will not  appear  if one considers an 
inclusive reaction, instead of an exclusive one (*). 

These considerations suggest t ha t  Glauber scattering of quarks could be 
relevant ,  at  least in some kinematical  region, to  inclusive reactions. I n  fact,  
such a possibility was already considered in ref. (5) for the  purpose of dis- 
cussing counting rules in the  context  of inclusive calorimeter  experiments.  

The process we are going to consider in pal~icular, taking the ideas devel- 
oped in ref. (1), is the  simplest one can imagine with a disconnected hard  
ampli tude,  namely  the multiple hard  collision of two quarks of one hadron 
with two different quarks of the  other  one, giving rise to  four large-pT jets, as 
represented in fig. 1. The related physical  quan t i ty  we would est imate,  free of 

Ct 1 

P 

Fig. 1. - The double-jet process under consideration. 

depressive quark form factors, is the  cross-section for measuring two large-pv 
jets, summed over all the  recoil and low-pT jets. To be precise, t ha t  would 
represent a power eon'ection (in l/s) to the  ~ leading twist  ,> double-jet cross- 
section coming from hard-gluon emission; since it  involves less spectators, 

(4) P.  V. LANDSHOFF and D. J .  PRITCI~ARD: Z. Phys.  G, 6, 69 (1980). 
(*) Of course, the final hadronic state must not be restrained by the introduction of 
any further mass scale, like, for example, fixing in a large-pT single-jet production 
also the Pout of the recoil jet. 
(5) P . V .  LA~DSHOFF and J. C. POLXINGHORN~.: Phys. Rev. D, 18, 3344 (1978). 

15 - l l  Nuovo Cimento A. 
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MPI: both MPC and MPS involved 
  

   
 
 

   NN->DeutronX production via  
   double diquark-quark scattering: 
                    
  σHARD (NN->DX) =FD

N(x1,x2, Q2) ✕ σparton 1 ✕ σparton 2✕ FD
N(x3,x4, Q2) 

 
     ✕ f4(Q2)/r2 ✕ κ 

 
      κ - deutron fusion function M.Braun & V.Vechernin (1982) 
      FD

N(x1,x2,Q2) – diquark-quark distribution in proton  
   
      A.Efremov & V.Kim (1987)  
      VK et al., in preparation        

354 W.M. Geist et al., Hadronic production of particles at large transverse momentum

- -2<y<2 -

lOT ________________
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~ 2.10~ - -

: ~~:st0~~ O.CD :
- x higher—order O.CIJ - 1.10 — -I I

03 06 0 1 2 3 4
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Fig. 6.20. Number of away-jet tracks per event as function of XE Fig. 6.21. Ratio d/p of inclusive cross sections for deuterons and
= (180±25)° and —2 ~ y ~ 2] and parton model predictions protons as a function of PT in pp interactions at 70GeV/c [ABRA 87].

[BREA89b. YEUN 87].

While this scheme of double parton scattering may seem a bit far fetched at first, it should be pointed
out that events with two balanced jet—jet systems were observed recently at the ISR [AKES87a]. Also
these topologies were attributed to double-parton scattering. There is no experimental evidence for a
contribution from double-parton scattering to high-pr production of pseudoscalar mesons.

6.3.4. Higher twists
All measurements of inclusive production of pseudoscalar mesons and (anti-)protons at high

transverse momentum considered so far were successfully reproduced quantitatively in the framework
of QCD where subprocesses involving a minimal number of single “free” partons are assumed (minimal
twist processes). Consequently, these hadrons appear in the final state as (leading) fragments of jets. In
this spirit also proton production from diquarks may be attributed to a minimal twist process. There is a

__* ftfl __ __
__0 ___

Fig. 6.22. Schematic representation of production of n—p and ñ—~pairs at high pT
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MPI: both MPC and MPS involved 
  

   
 
 

      
      A.Efremov & V.Kim (1987)  
      VK et al., in preparation        

        
'. fill.'tlt.lej; r": '   

To construct thé strong interaction theory that has to solve the 
problems of dynamic structure hadrons and nuclei the study. of light-
nucleus production processes in elementary particle collisions may 
give a valuable information. Prom th1s point of view, the data on pro-
duction of light nuclei (deutons, antideutons, tritons, etc.) in pp 
-collisions/1,2/ and in  are rather attractive. 

Extremely interesting results were obtained in first experiments 
aimed at 'studying large-p.1 (0.5  p.1  3.7 GeV/c;  pro-
duction in 'pp-collisions at 70 GeV energy/2/ ·carried out by Sulyaev's 
group in lHEP (Serpukhov). The fact that such friable system as the 
deuteron is formed in hard hadronio collisions in a rather big amount 
is already astonish1ng itself.But the most intriguing and unexpeoted 
thing turns out to be that the ratio of deuteron and proton producti-
ons is independent of  (Fig. 1)1 

I I I P i 'g. 1. The ratio of deu-
ff r rl  teron and protonp •  

. /,J. productions in pp-collisions 
.' '1 at -&eM- 900• • - Sulyaev' s 

1.1 I  .. group data/2/. Calculated at 
,  1I .... iS • 11. '5 GeV curves: 1 -' 

16 ... with <Je 1/p3;roJ 2 -
 with de /V ·!.lp2., 3 -

.•••.'t with ?L. const ; 4 - the 
I- 2. 3 ..  (Gw/c) predicted curves at 23.4 GeV. 

In the same work/2/ it is shown that the obtained data do not 
 the fusion mechanism of large- p.l. protons and l?-eutrons 

produced in equal amount in pP -collisions. It is clear that 
a physical understanding is needed of the mechanism of nucleon 

 production in one direction with close momenta which then formo 
observed deuteron. 

0, 

1 
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MPI with  MPC and MPS involved: 
compromise between pT and collision energy  

  
       
 
 

      
    MPI, when  both MPC and MPS involved, 
    is a compromise between pT and collision energy:  
       
 - Multi-parton correlations - MPC (higher twists):  
   enhanced at large x as ~1/(1-x)m, 
   but suppressed at large pT as ~ 1/pTn 
 

 - MPS is not suppressed at large collision energies: 
   can enhance production of  
   large-pT complex hadronic states (multiquark states and nuclei) 
 
 
      A.Efremov & V.Kim (1987)  
      VK et al., in preparation        
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Summary 
   
 
    Multi-parton correlations - MPC (higher twists):  
   enhanced at large x, but suppressed at large pT 
    
   Most interesting MPI: both MPC and MPS involved:  
   require optimal energy 
 
   -> 
 
   NICA energies seem to be optimal for MPI studies ! 
 
   MPI with both MPC & MPS involved can provide  
   a rich physics study at NICA SPD !  
 
     


